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Do I Need to Have My Wisdom Teeth Removed?
If you are suffering from wisdom tooth pain then your dentist must have suggested your wisdom tooth extraction. But many
people don’t understand why we need the extraction of wisdom teeth? The simple answer is, a wisdom tooth needs to be
extracted when your tooth starts getting impacted. For getting more information related to this make sure to read this article till the
end. In this article, we have mentioned some productive information related to wisdom tooth extraction that will help you in your
future treatment or general knowledge.

Let’s understand this from the start!

What are wisdom teeth?
Wisdom teeth are generally the last erupted teeth in your mouth that are also known as adult teeth. There are four wisdom teeth in
your mouth, two on the top and two on the button. Not everyone has four wisdom teeth, the number can vary from person to
person. We have mentioned below why wisdom teeth removal near me is required so do make sure to read the following.

Why is a wisdom tooth extraction necessary?
Here are some facts mentioned below that requires tooth extraction:
Damage teeth:
If your wisdom tooth is causing mouth pain and problems in biting and chewing that push your adjacent teeth then it requires
extraction.

Jaw damage:
If there’s a development of cysts around your wisdom teeth it requires extraction, leaving it untreated can hollow your teeth from
inside leading to jaw and nerve damage.

Sinus problem:
The impacted wisdom tooth can lead to sinus pain and congestion.
Inflammation in gums:
If you can witness any inflammation near your gums that started swell then it does require wisdom tooth extraction

What causes the removal of wisdom teeth?
According to the best orthodontist near me, we have found that if you are suffering from any of these problems such as pain and
cysts around your wisdom tooth, that is when removal of wisdom teeth is required.

Does wisdom tooth removal cause pain?
Wisdom tooth removal does not cause you any pain because in the initial step of the procedure your dentist will offer you local or
general anesthesia that will numb around your wisdom tooth. After the extraction, you may feel some discomfort and pain for
several days but it should be normal within 7-8 days.

What is the cost of wisdom teeth removal?
The cost of a wisdom teeth removal can cost you anywhere between $75 to $250 single tooth. The cost impacted wisdom teeth
removal can be somewhere between $200 to $500. Full or all four wisdom teeth extraction can cost you anywhere between $600
to $1200. Removal of single wisdom teeth with general or local anesthesia by your dentist can cost you $600 to $1000.

The Takeaway!
We hope you liked this article and it was somewhere a help for you in understanding much more about wisdom tooth removal. If
you are someone searching for an emergency dentist near me open now then you should visit our website as we have experts

that can help you in clearing your doubts related to all your dental irregularities.
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